
Captaincy  
The truth is the kindest thing We can give folks in the end. 

Embryonic skill, immense patience, he describe as a captain, who is confidence articulate  
outgoing  organized  yet very realistic . 
Cool minded, thinker, observant , quick decision makers, he must have sense of humours , 
smiling  face, experience is certainly an asset  and display imagination (mind’s eyes) and 
leadership or loose the head completely, his main goal is accomplishment. 
The sovereign virtue in a captain is unselfishness, he must put others before himself. The 
captain must do all he can to achieve  a well-balance team. If he is a real leader , he must 
study each one  of them as individuals, get know their temperaments and how best to 
handle them both on and off the field. 
Nothing destroy  moral more than a lack of communication between captain and players.  
Discipline is the essential in any cricket team , ideally it should stem from a personal 
relationship in which confidence in and loyalty to the captain in automatic. 
He must be optimist and inspire optimism in his team, he must show confidence in them in 
order to they may feel confidence in him. 
Cricket team captain is a most difficult job in the world, you  have to be a God gifted leader 
and having a social knowledge of human  psychology, the Greek philosopher describes a 
definition of leader, he must be philosopher . 
After the Queen of England the more protocol  than anyone in England t,  The English 
captain have that high privilege. 
Captaincy is a sometime burden of his own performances, physically and mentally you 
should be a strong like a steel, a good captain to make the best out of a bad bargain, lot 
many people argue that captain should be a immortal genius person who must win every 
match, In reality it is not possible , But giving a good fight is a great achievement for team. 
Ware de Vore huge responsibilities now as the holder of the CCG flag, he is mature person, 
he has huge experience to lead the squad with great pride. He has not best team this year , 
but amazingly the unbelievable spirit and comradely, his personal achievement are shinning 
enough to boost his confidence as leader of CCG, having a comprehensive knowledge of this 
beautiful game of cricket. 
A good captain must be a keen observant , tactics, skills, eye sight, concentration , storing all 
the data of shots and the move of the  batsman in his hard desk , and creating the strategy 
according the situation,  sometime captain must be mean and cruel and visualize (see in 
their mind’s eyes) in order to make lethal plan against batsman, using Machiavellian tactics, 
such as body line bowling, Second world war English captain Jar din( Army captain) 
introduced a new technique body line bowling against Australia (cricket God) Don Bradman 
now it is part and parcel of the game, cricket is ,in sense warfare in miniature an cricket 
match should be fought out by both side with all the resources of spirit and technique at 
their command, of course it is a gentleman game it should be played with great harmony 
and cod of chivalry and good temper.        
 
 

 


